
Mu 101 
Fall 2019 

Peer critique sessions, October 7-13 and November 4-10 
Online reference: https://drjonesmusic.me/online-projects-fall-2019/ 
 
Each student will share a selection of their Writing Experiences with their classmates and receive 
feedback on those writings over the course of two weeks this semester. This is an opportunity to 
improve your writing, learn from your peers, and dive head first into online publishing.  
 
Timeline and due dates 
 

Assignment Submit writing online by Comments 
Peer critique #1: Writing 1, 3, or 4 11:59pm, October 5 October 7-13 
Peer critique #2: Writing 1, 3, 4, 5, or 6 11:59pm, November 2 November 4-10 

 
Writing that is submitted late will not be posted and will not be made available for comments. 
 
Submitting writing for peer critique 
All student writing will be submitted the website for your section of Mu 101: 
 

F2 (Tuesdays 12:10-3): https://fall2019f2.wordpress.com 
J4A (Thursdays 3:10-6): https://fall2019j4a.wordpress.com  
M4 (Thursdays 6:10-9): https://fall2019m4.wordpress.com 
 

Peer critique #1: Select a single paragraph from either Writing #1, 3, or 4 to share with your classmates.  
 
Peer critique #2: Select any passage of any length from any Writing (not Table of Contents). 
 
For both critique sessions, you may choose to share a passage you’re particularly proud of, perhaps you 
want to share a piece of writing that you’re still refining and want suggestions on, or you may select a 
passage because you think it will provoke interesting discussion. Use these critique sessions 
strategically—they are an opportunity to get additional feedback on the writings that will be revised and 
refined as part of your Writing Portfolio.  
 
All students from your section of Mu 101 will be able to read and comment on your writing. 
 
Grading 
Peer critique is graded on a scale of Credit/No credit. You will be expected to provide constructive 
criticism (compliment, piece of advice, tip, editing suggestion, etc.) on at least half of the paragraphs 
posted by your classmates in your section of Mu 101. If there are fewer than ten (10) submitted peer 
critiques, you will be required to comment on all of them. Commenting on fewer than half of the posts 
(or all of the posts, if there are fewer than 10 total) will not receive “Credit.” Comments that are not 
constructive or substantive will not receive “Credit.” 
 
N.B. There is no grade for posting your writing—as with most assignments in this course, it is an 
opportunity to learn and I strongly suggest that you take advantage of it. You are still required to critique 
others’ work, even if you do not share your own. 
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